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Glossary of terms

• Growing Livelihood Opportunities for Women (GLOW): Program that aims to increase women’s 

employment, participation, and fair treatment

• Home Healthcare (HHC): Provision of healthcare services (e.g., attendant, nurse, doctor) at home

• Partners: Private companies that have partnered with GLOW to create more jobs for women in their 

respective companies

• Attendant: Trained / experienced worker who provides non-medical care (e.g., hygiene care, mobility 

assistance) for elderly, sick, or disabled people in their own home. Attendants do not provide medical care 

(e.g., IV infusion, injections)

• Service Manager: Individual employed by HHC companies to manage customers and attendants during 

service

• Payroll attendants: Attendants who are paid a fixed monthly salary and provided benefits (e.g., paid 

leaves, provident fund)

• Freelance attendants: Freelance attendants who are paid based on the number of days they work and 

receive no additional benefits

• 12-hour shift: Services where attendants work for 12 hours at customer homes

• 24-hour shift: Services where attendant lives at the patient home to provide full-time care

Glossary of terms
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Objectives of the document

Would suggest having at least this slide final before the review. 

That way VJ can keep this framing in mind when he reviewsProvide insights from interviews with attendants to help home 

healthcare companies understand attendants’ needs, preferences, 

and challenges
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These insights are most relevant for organised HHC 

companies

Note: 1. Referred to as “HHC companies” in this document

Companies providing health services at home

Provide attendant services Provide services other than attendant services

Home 

diagnostics 

players

Health product 

home delivery 

players

In-house Outsourced3 4

7

Unorganized 

HHC companies

1

Organized HHC 

companies1

2

Hospitals 

providing HHC

Elderly care 

companies

5 6

• Provide 

attendants and 

nurses

• Typically do 

not provide 

strong 

customer 

support or 

quality 

assurance

• E.g., Attendant 

bureaus

• Provide a suite 

of healthcare 

services at 

home

• Focus on 

customer 

support and 

quality control

• E.g., Portea, 

Medwell 

Ventures

• Offer 

continuity of 

care to 

hospital 

patients by 

providing 

health 

services at 

home

• Deliver drugs 

and medical 

equipment at 

customer’s 

home 

• E.g., NetMeds, 

1mg

• Provide 

diagnostics 

services at 

home 

• E.g., Dr. Lal 

Pathlabs, SRL 

Diagnostics

• Serve key needs 

of the elderly 

(e.g., 

healthcare, 

engagement 

activities, 

running errands, 

safety)

• E.g., Emoha 

Eldercare

Insights are 

most relevant for 

this type of 

company

• Provide heath 

services at home 

through own staff 

• E.g., Apollo 

Homecare, 

Max@Home

• Outsource delivery to 

HHC providers

• E.g., Manipal 

Hospitals, Fortis 

Healthcare, Narayana 

Health
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We interviewed 24 candidates and 53 attendants to identify 

their needs, aspiration and challenges 

Objectives of the 

interviews

Types of 

respondents by 

stage of 

employment

• Identify needs, motivations and career aspirations of attendants

• Identify the key challenges attendants face 

• Identify the key reasons for attrition

• 24 candidates who applied for the attendant role

• 53 attendants who were working / had worked at HHC companies

– 16 attendants in their first month of employment

– 15 attendants who have completed >2 months of employment

– 22 attendants who quit HHC companies

Types of 

respondents by 

employment model

• 21 payroll attendants 

• 32 freelance attendants

In addition, we interviewed 4 skilling organizations that place trained candidates in the HHC 

attendant roles
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28

17

32

Prior work 

experience in 

healthcare roles

Prior work 

experience in 

non-healthcare 

roles

No prior work 

experience

46

31

Migrated Not migrated

Context and objectives

Attendants interviewed by GLOW were typically unmarried 

women who lacked prior experience in healthcare roles

51

18
8

Unmarried Widowed / 

Seperated 

/ Divorced

Married

Number of attendants, by marital status

Number of attendants, by relocation status

20

57

Male Female

Number of attendants, by gender

Number of attendants, by prior experience

n=77 n=77

n=77 n=77
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Most attendants interviewed by GLOW were 20-25 years old 

and had studied till 12th grade

36

13
5

11
5

25-30 years20-25 years 30-35 years 35-40 years More than 40 years

Number of attendants, by age group

3

22
26

5 7

Less than 

10th pass

12th pass10th pass Pursuing 

graduation

Graduation 

completed

Number of attendants, by educational qualifications

n=70

n=63
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To retain attendants1

• Ensure service managers are 

responsive to attendant needs

• Incentivize attendants through 

increments and bonuses

• Ensure good treatment of 

attendants at customer homes

Insights from interviews

Key insights from attendant interviews

1. Detailed material on best practices available on our website

Attendant

hiring

Attendant

retention

• There are 3 key reasons for attendant attrition:

• ~45% mentioned lower than expected 

pay

• ~36% mentioned lack of support from 

service managers

• ~14% mentioned poor treatment by 

customers

• Familial treatment by customers and regular 

check-ins from service managers can help 

retain attendants

To attract candidates1

• Use referrals as a key channel for 

hiring

• Share key benefits of working in 

the attendant role (e.g., high 

savings potential)

Type of insight Key insight Implications for HHC companies

4

a

b

5

c

• Recommendation from friends and family is the 

primary source of information about the 

attendant role

• Home healthcare appeals to candidates who 

value higher pay and savings potential over 

other benefits

• ~70% of single women were working to save 

for future career aspirations and gaining 

autonomy

1

2

3
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Recommendation from friends and family is the primary 

source of information about the attendant role

Insights from interviews

Number of attendants by source of information about the attendant role1

“I got to know about the 

<HHC company> job from 

my friend who has been 

working with the company 

for a couple of years now”

32

28

3

2

Skilling organisation

Friends and family

Internet search

HHC company

recruiter

Of these, 20 attendants found 

about the training through 

friends / family

“Three friends from my 

village who did the GDA2

training from a skilling 

organisation near my 

village, also work at 

<HHC company>. They 

informed me about the 

training, and the job 

opening at the company”

Quotes

1

1. Information not available for 12 attendants; 2. General duty assistant
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• Candidates are attracted to 

higher pay in HHC (INR ~3,000 

more than hospitals)

• Candidates feel safer in a 

hospital over customer homes

• Candidates hesitate to migrate to 

metro cities, where HHC roles 

are available. Hospital roles are 

typically available in the same / 

nearby city

Home healthcare appeals to candidates who value higher 

pay over other benefits (1/2)

Insights from interviews

Pay

“Candidates who work 

in HHC do so 

because of better pay”

“Candidates hesitate 

to join HHC 

companies because 

they do not want to 

work in a stranger’s 

home”

“Many candidates 

have not been out of 

their home towns and 

are afraid to move to 

a new city”

Safety

Job location

2

Insights from skilling organisation 

interview

Quotes from skilling 

organisations

Job 

characteristic

Candidates’ 

preferred role

HHC Hospital

Source: Interviews with 4 skilling organisations
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Home healthcare appeals to candidates who value higher 

pay over other benefits (2/2)

Insights from interviews

Flexibility 

(leaves, shift 

timings)

Career 

development 

and 

progression

• Candidates prefer 8-hour shifts 

provided by hospitals over 12 

and 24-hour shifts in HHC roles

• Candidates want the flexibility to 

choose between day and night 

shifts on an ongoing basis, which 

is offered by hospitals

• Candidates feel leaves provided 

by HHC are fewer and more 

difficult to avail

• Candidates feel there are 

significantly more career 

progression opportunities in 

hospitals than HHC

“If a candidate needs 

to take a leave to go 

to their child’s 

school, they can 

easily inform the 

hospital a day in 

advance and take a 

leave. At HHC 

companies, they 

need candidates to 

inform a week in 

advance”

“At hospitals, 

candidates can see 

examples of career 

progression, like a 

floor manager or a 

nurse who started 

out at their position”

2

Insights from skilling organisation 

interview

Quotes from skilling 

organisations

Job 

characteristic

Candidates’ 

preferred role

HHC Hospital





Source: Interviews with 4 skilling organisations
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~70% of single women were working to save for future 

career aspirations and gaining autonomy

Source: Interviews with 51 unmarried female HHC candidates / attendants

Future 

aspirations

Gaining 

autonomy

3

Reason for 

working Key insights from single women1 Quotes

“Everyone in my family 

earns, so I do not need 

to work. However, when I 

have a husband and kids 

I would like to contribute 

towards house rent and 

education. I feel it will 

help me have more say 

on decisions like where 

my child goes to school”

“I decided to work in this 

role because I felt I could 

save enough to pay for a 

nursing qualification and 

also learn more about 

patient care”

• 10 took up the attendant role to save for future 

education

– Nursing course (8 attendants)

– Other qualifications (e.g., undergraduate degree) 

(2 attendants)

• 4 mentioned that they would get to learn about 

healthcare, which could help them get a role at a 

hospital

• 5 wanted to work in order to save for future expenses 

(e.g., child’s education in the future, house rent)

• 3 felt if they work and earn, they would get greater 

decision-making power after their marriage

• 2 were working to pay for their wedding expenses
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Most common reason for attendants leaving an HHC 

company is lower than expected pay

Reasons for leaving an HHC company (as a % of the 22 exit attendants interviewed)

Inadequate facilties

at hostel

14%

36%

45%

Lack of support 

from service managers

Lower than

expected pay

Poor treatment at

customer homes

14%

9%

23%
Migrated back

to village

Pursuing other

aspirations

a

b

c

Detailed in subsequent slides

Organizational 

issues

Personal

reasons

4
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~45% of attendants who left an HHC company did so 

because of lower than expected pay

Insights from interviews

4a

Key insights

“After my previous 

service was completed, I 

was not placed on 

another service for 3 

weeks. I had to start 

looking for opportunities 

elsewhere, because I 

needed the money to 

help my family 

financially”

“Working for 12 hours is 

really hectic because I 

also have to travel for 1-

hour each way. For the 

amount of work I am 

putting in, I should get at 

least INR 15,000. 

Currently, I am only 

getting INR 13,000

• Attendants typically expected INR 15,000 in-hand for 12-hour shifts, 

~25% higher than their current in-hand salary

• Typical issues attendants faced with salary:

– Low that expected in-hand pay (10/18)

– (For freelance attendants) Lack of regular pay (6/18)

– Lack of increments (3/18)

– Significantly lower pay than what customers are charged (2/18)

Quotes
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~36% of attendants who left an HHC company did so 

because of lack of support from service managers

Insights from interviews

Key insights

“I was ill for two days 

with chest pain, but I was 

not allowed to leave the 

customer’s home. When 

I asked my service 

manager for help with 

arranging a doctor 

consultation, I was told 

that I would have to 

figure out doctor 

consultation on my own”

• 8 attendants, who left an HHC company, mentioned that lack of 

support form service managers as a key reason for exit

• An additional 6 attendants, who are currently working also faced this 

challenge

• Typical issues attendants faced with service managers:

– Dismissive to needs (8/14)

– Unresponsive to calls (3/14 attendants)

– Lack of support during illness (3/14 attendants)

– Not providing leaves (3/14 attendants)

4b

Quotes

“I had called the service 

manager to request help 

with an incorrect 

payment. He said he 

would resolve the issue 

once I got my salary slip. 

It was not adjusted and 

then he did not respond 

to my calls. Even after 7 

weeks, the issue has not 

been resolved”
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~14% of attendants who left an HHC company did so 

because of poor treatment by customers

Insights from interviews

Key Insights

“Despite the cold weather, 

I was provided a thin mat 

to sleep on. I ended up 

getting sick within 1 week 

of serving the customer”

“Customers can 

sometimes treat us like 

house help. One 

customer expected me to 

do household chores and 

take care of another 

patient in their home”

• 3 attendants, who left an HHC company, mentioned poor treatment by 

customers as a key reason for exit

• 8 attendants who had not left an HHC company also faced this 

challenge

• Typical issues attendants faced at customer homes:

– Poor working environment (e.g., inadequate sleeping facilities, 

poor quality of food, lack of free time) (7/11)

– Disrespected / spoken to rudely (6/11)

4c

Quotes
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Regular check-ins from service managers and familial 

treatment by customers can help retain attendants

Insights from interviews

Key insights from attendants who worked in the role for 3 months 

or more1 Quotes

“I like that I speak to [the 

service manager] once a 

month. They check to 

see if I am comfortable 

and able to manage 

work. I feel comfortable 

reaching out to them if I 

need their help, and they 

have been helpful since I 

have started working 

here”

• Responsiveness and approachability of service managers was a key 

reason attendants continued to work in the role (mentioned by 12 

attendants) 

– 5 appreciated that service managers would regularly check in on 

them

– 3 felt that service managers had been helpful and understanding 

towards them in the past (e.g., during bad experience at customer 

homes)

– 3 mentioned that they found service managers to be friendly and 

approachable

“Even at times when I 

make a mistake, the 

families I have worked 

with have been very 

patient. They explain my 

mistake and what I can 

do better very nicely ”

• Familial treatment at customer homes was a reason attendants 

continued to work in the role (mentioned by 24 attendants)

– 22 mentioned that customers would treat attendants like family 

(e.g., let them eat meals at the same table, spoke respectfully)

– 3 mentioned that customers provide good living arrangements 

(e.g., good living quarters, bedding, and meals)

5

Source: Based on interviews with xx attendants who have been in the role for >3 months
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Women’s employment:

• Increases women’s agency, 

choice, and freedom related to 

their desired fertility and family 

size7

• Increases investments in key 

development areas such as 

children’s health and education8

• Creates role models for young 

women, encouraging them to 

seek employment8

Women’s employment increases 

agency and family well being 

• Central and State governments have invested USD 

~4.3b in skilling1, but unemployment rates have 

increased2 and ‘real’ wages have declined3

• In India, women’s Worker Population Ratio (WPR) fell by

~28 percent over the last 16 years4,5

• India ranks 151 amongst 156 countries in women’s 

‘Economic Participation and Opportunity’ below Saudi 

Arabia, Ethiopia6

• Women are ~20 percentage points less likely vs. men to 

get re-employed post-lockdown due to the nature of 

businesses facing closure9

Creating suitable jobs could empower women and benefit 

families and society 

Overview of GLOW

1. Economic Times 2019, ‘Plans afoot to club funds under skilling schemes’; Assumed 1 USD = 70 INR I 2. Labour Bureau Sixth Annual Employment-

Unemployment Survey | 3. Institute of Applied Manpower Research- “Joblessness and Informalization: Challenges to Inclusive Growth in India”, Dec. 

2012; Hindu Business Line I 4. WPR is Percentage of 15-59 year olds that are employed I 5. NSSO/ PLFS data for 2004-05 and 2018-19. I 6. World 

Economic Forum, Global Gender Gap Report 2021 I 7. Sivasankaran, ‘Work and Women’s Marriage, Fertility and Empowerment: Evidence from Textile 

Mill Employment in India”, 2014 I 8. Gender at Work, World Development Report on Jobs, 2013 I 9- Ashoka university 2020, The Covid-19 Pandemic 

and Lockdown: First Effects on Gender Gaps in Employment and Domestic Work in India 

In India, unemployment disproportionately impacts 

women and the lockdown has further increased this 
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Multiple barriers prevent women from taking up employment 

opportunities

Overview of GLOW

1- Dasra (2019); Understanding and overcoming backlash against girls' exercise of agency in India I 2-UN Women (2019); Families in a Changing 

World: Progress of the World’s Women I 3- OECD. 2018. “Balancing Paid Work, Unpaid Work and Leisure.” I 4- National Family Health Survey (2015-

16) I 5- Harvard Kennedy School (2018) I 6- UNDP (2015); Women’s Voices: Employment and Entrepreneurship in India I 7- World Bank (2018), The 

Global Findex Database I 8- LiveMint (2018); Why So Few Women Work in India, based on NSSO 2011-12 data I 9-Monster Salary Index (2019) I 10-

Sattva, UNDP (2019); Female Work And Labour Force Participation In India I 11-Kapsos (2014); Why is female labour force participation declining so 

sharply in India? I 12-LiveMint (2020); How much does the Indian government spend on women? I 13-Observer Research Foundation (2020); Gender-

Responsive Budgeting in India, Bangladesh and Rwanda I 14- ILO (2017); World Employment Social Outlook

PRELIMINARY

Barriers to 

women’s 

demand for 

jobs

Barriers to 

supply of 

jobs for 

women

FamilySociety Organisations GovernmentIndustryWoman

• Perception that women’s duty is at-
home (e.g.,women spend 6x more 
time on unpaid work than men)3

• Restrictions on mobility (e.g., 
~52% of urban women aren’t allowed 
out of their community alone)4

• Low investment in assets (e.g., 
71% of Indian men own mobile 
phones vs. 38% of women)5

• Biases limiting women’s recruitment, 
earnings, and promotion (e.g., Indian 
women earn 19% less than men)9

• Low awareness about women’s 
employment needs

• Lack of anti-discrimination/ 
harassment policies (e.g., 31% of 
organisations weren’t compliant with the 
Prevention of Sexual Harassment Act) 10

• Low spend on programs for women 
(e.g., 4.7% of India’s budget is gender-
focused, vs. 31% in Bangladesh) 12, 13 

• Existing policies and programs 
reinforce gender norms (e.g. 
maternity, instead of parental leave)

• Lack of affordable transportation (e.g., 
probability of women working reduced 
by ~17% due to lack of transport)14 

• Lack of females role models
• ‘Occupational segregation’ into 

low-paying jobs (e.g., women have 
<19% of new jobs in the 10 fastest-
growing occupations)11

• Business practices not aligned 
with women’s employment needs 
(e.g. flexible working)

• Restrictive societal norms (e.g. 
jobs limited by traditional gender 
roles)1

• Safety and security concerns
• Limited affordable childcare 

options (e.g., only ~4% of women 
in developing countries have 
access to childcare)2

• Limited sources of job related 
information (e.g., >70% of urban women 
report word-of-mouth their top source)6

• Low access to financing (e.g., 53% of 
women have not accessed their own bank 
accounts in the last year vs. 43% of men) 7

• Preference for at-home employment
(e.g., >18-20% of housewives would work if 
regular part-time work is available) 8
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3 approaches to increase participation of women – skill 

women, boost self-employment or create jobs

Overview of GLOW

1- NSSO / PLFS data for 2004-05 and 2017-18I 2- Bain 2019,Powering the Economy with her  3. Mint 2019, ‘Stark reality of the self-employed” I 

4- NSSO 2011-12, “Participation of Women in Specified Activities along with Domestic Duties

Skill women

• Increases employability and 

opportunities for self-

advancement 

• Does not guarantee 

employment, as while ~1.9 m 

people enter the labour-force 

each year, only ~0.4 m jobs 

are created per annum1

Boost self-employment

• Benefits future generations 

through the multiplier effect

• Potential for gender-

responsive innovation (e.g., 

platforms for beauty 

products, women-focused 

business schools)2

• Women may not prefer self-

employment due to the 

uncertain and low earnings 

(e.g., 90% of self-employed 

women earn less than USD 

~135 per month3)

Create regular, fixed-wage 

jobs

• Jobs offer fair work-related 

terms (e.g, guaranteed 

minimum wages, leave 

policy, pension contributions)

• Women prefer regular, fixed-

wage jobs to risky 

entrepreneurship 

opportunities4

GLOW’s approach
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GLOW aims to increase women’s employment, participation, 

and fair treatment

Overview of GLOW

Create more jobs 

Increase women’s 

participation Be fair

Goals

Direct 

impact on 

6-10 

partners

Create 500,000+ jobs for 

women by leveraging 

sustainable business 

models 

Increase gender parity in 

pay, promotions and 

opportunities 

Increase women’s 

participation and visibility in 

the workforce 

• Create 40,000+ jobs for 

women

• Partners scale profitably

• Reduce gender pay gap 

by 50%

• Increase women 

managers by 8%

• Increase women’s 

participation by 6% or 

• Maintain women’s 

participation at 50%1

Indirect 

impact on 

2-3 

industries

• 100,000+ jobs created 

for women2 

• Non-partners adopt 

GLOW’s business model 

and best practices

• Fairer treatment of 

women

• Women employees feel 

valued 

• Increased women’s 

representation across 

levels 

• Improved hiring and 

retention practices 

• Women view these jobs 

as aspirational 

In
 6

 y
e

a
rs

1. Applies only to industries where women participation is currently below 50% I 2. In addition to partners creating 40,000 jobs, we expect non-partners 

to create 60,000+ jobs in these industries leading to a total 100,000+ jobs
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Industries selected 

Last mile 

delivery Flexi-staffing

Home 

Healthcare

 Provision of 
healthcare 
services at 
home (e.g., 
post-hospital 
care, 
healthcare 
management 
for the elderly)

 Final leg of a 
delivery where 
the parcel is 
delivered to 
the end-
consumer

 Provision of 
temporary and 
trained semi-
skilled 
employees 
(e.g., tele-
calling agent) 
to large 
companies

Potential to:  

• Create large number of 

jobs

• Leverage women’s 

capabilities 

• Align with women’s 

employment needs

GLOW has identified home healthcare, last mile delivery and 

flexi-staffing as high potential industries

Overview of GLOW

Industry selection criteria
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GLOW’s approach to scaling 2-3 industries over 6 years

Overview of GLOW

1. Medwell Ventures, Pain and Palliative, Aaji Care, Even Cargo, Grab, Dependo Logistics, Inductus and 3-point human capital I 2. Cumulative across 

Phase 1 and 2 I 3- Cumulative across Phase 1, 2 and 3

Phases

• Identify high-growth 

industries that prefer 

women

• Sign-up partners for 

each industry 

• Initiate research with 

>5,000 women to 

understand  their 

employment-related 

aspirations, and 

challenges

• Develop inclusive 

business models for 

each industry

• Identify interventions to 

increase women’s 

capabilities and fair 

treatment

• Pilot and publish best 

practices for each industry 

• Establish partnerships with 

other value chain players to 

address key barriers

• Embed best practices 

across partners 

• Address ecosystem barriers 

(e.g., conducive policy, 

improved linkages)

• Build partner capacity and 

continue to support them 

during scale-up 

Design

(Year 1)

Pilot

(Year 2 & 3)

Activities

Sign-up 4-8 partners2

Create ~4,000 jobs for women

Reduce pay gap by 15%

Direct 

impact on 

partners

Scale-up

(Year 4,5 & 6)

Sign-up 6-10 partners3

Create ~40,000 jobs for women

Reduce pay gap by 50%

Identified 3 industries

Signed-up 8 partners1

May 2020 July 2021 July 2023

Completed In progress To-be initiated
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FSG Inclusive Markets (IM) believes that markets can and 

should benefit the poor 

About FSG

We believe that markets should be part of the portfolio of solutions 

for social change

Our strength is in understanding how to make inclusive business 

models work, and how to get them to scale

We create impact in various program areas by:

• Driving new thinking for the field, and

• Making change happen on the ground

We are a mission driven and non-profit unit whose work is 

entirely public domain
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Since 2006, the IM team has worked to build the low-income 

housing (LIH) industry

About FSG

1. No income proof  I 2. Non performing assets 

Housing market in 2018

• 130+ LIH projects in 23 cities (as of 
2013)

• 22 HFCs lent USD 4.1b in loans to 
250,000+ LIFs

• Business model for informal 
customers established

• Business model for LIH 
established

• HFCs invited to lend to big 
government housing projects

• “We know income bands for various 
informal jobs” – HFC managers 

• LIFs:
– Investing in flats: “My flat is an 

asset for my children”
– Are responsible, credit worthy 

customers, as indicated 
through low NPAs2

• Government providing 5% interest 
subvention to boost demand 

• Incubated 2 HFCs to 
serve informal, 
low- income customers

• Signed up 4 
developers to pilot LIH

• Conducted research 
across the LIH value 
chain

• Developed and piloted 
new business model

• Conducted 3000+ 
customer interviews
to understand needs, 
aspirations, willingness 
to pay and challenges 
to home ownership

Housing market in 2006
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• Very few developers 
building LIH

• No housing finance 
companies (HFCs) lending 
to informal1, low-income 
customers 

• Credit assessment of informal 
customers

• Demand for LIH 
• Designing, marketing and 

identifying land parcels for LIH
• Only government banks 

invited to lend for government 
housing 

• Low-income families (LIFs):
– Don’t want small flats 
– Won’t pay maintenance
– Have irregular incomes 
– Inflate incomes 

• Buildings will become 
vertical slums 

What we did
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As a result of PIPE1, children across 650+ APSs2 have access to 

ABL3 and have shown a 38% improvement in learning outcomes

About FSG

1. Program to Improve Private Early Education I 2. Affordable Private Schools I 3. Activity based learning  I 4. As a result of COVID-19, schools have not 

re-opened  for AY 2020-21. We are likely to have the final sales numbers once schools re-open | 5 Assessment was conducted by an independent 3rd 

party | 6. Represent 4 questions that were assessed in 2018, 2019 and 2020 – a. Can you read the word ‘PIN’?  b. Can you identify the largest number 

from a group of numbers?  c. Can you count and give 12 sticks out of 20?  d. Can you name any 6 animals? Sample sizes: PIPE 2018 (190 children), 

PIPE 2019 (636 children), PIPE 2020 (492 children)

APSs using PIPE partner 

solutions 

Impact to date 

#
 o

f 
A

P
S

s

• Identified, convinced and 

signed up 8 partners to 

serve the APS market 

• Developed a profitable 

business model for the 

APS market 

• Published tools, best 

practices, reports as 

open-source resources 

at www.fsg.org/pipe

38% improvement over 2 years5A B

C Collateral developed

www. ratta-ya-samajh.com

Raised awareness with 180+ 

organizations 

Influenced funders (listed 

below) to support the APS 

market 

D

Activities 

2018

50%

20202019

27%
36%

29%
43%

33%

+38%

Control APSs PIPE APSs

%
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Questions6 answered correctly by 

Sr. KG children 

500

35
161

405

650

Jul

2016

Jul 

2017

Jul 

2020

Jul 

2018

Jul

2019

# 

TBD4

http://www.fsg.org/pipe
https://youtu.be/dk-v0kngkVA
https://youtu.be/dk-v0kngkVA
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Other insights

• Married women with young children take up the attendant role due to dire financial 

need 

• Good earnings, regular pay, and good working and living conditions are the key 

expectations from HHC companies

• Preferences for shifts and holidays depend on where the attendant’s family lives

• ~14% of attendants who left an HHC company did so because of poor quality of 

hostel facilities

• Attendants leave HHC to pursue other employment-related aspirations or further 

education

1

2

3

4

5
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Married women with young children take up the attendant 

role due to dire financial need

1. We interviews with 21 married female candidates / attendants;  2. According to the Indian National Council, only 17-35 year olds can apply for nursing 

courses

Reasons for 

working

Reasons for 

choosing the 

attendant 

role

Preferences

1

• 15 were working due to recent financial constraints 

caused by job losses to other family members (typically 

due to COVID)

• 8 were sole earners

• 3 wanted to ensure quality education of their children

• 11 mentioned that they liked taking care of the elderly

• 3 mentioned that they were interested in nursing and 

were either not eligible for it due to age restrictions1

• 3 felt this was a respectable role

• 1 felt the attendant role was less tiring than the hospital 

role

• 18 wanted to work / were working in 12-hour shifts

• 3 were willing to work / were working in 24-hour 

shifts

“I have to care my children 

and cannot be away from 

them for 24 hours”

“As my children got older, 

their school fees 

increased. When my 

husband lost his job 

recently, I had no choice 

but to start working”

“Working in the medical 

field is worthy of respect”

“I wanted to be a nurse,

but I was ineligible 

because of my age. 

However, the attendant 

role is very similar”

Key insights from married women1

Area of 

enquiry Quotes
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Good earnings, regular pay, and good working and living 

conditions are the key expectations from HHC companies

Appendix

Key insights

Earnings

• 5 candidates mentioned good earnings (INR 15-16k) as 

a key expectation

• 4 candidates preferred to be hired on payroll because of 

regular pay and benefits (PF, ESIC), while 1 preferred 

the freelance model due to flexibility

“I should get a good 

salary for working 24 

hours. I should get at 

least 15,000 per month”

“PF is a good way to save 

for me. Otherwise I spend 

whatever I have in my 

bank account”

Good 

working and 

living 

conditions

• 2 candidates mentioned that they would want the HHC 

company to ensure their safety at the patient’s home

• 1 candidate each mentioned that they expected:

‒ Decent living arrangements and an amicable 

environment in the patient’s home

‒ No household chores

‒ Good hostel with provision of food

“If the customer is polite, 

provides good sleeping 

arrangements and gives 

me 2 meals a day, I will 

be satisfied”

Expectation

2

Quotes
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Expectation

Preferences for shifts and holidays depend on where the 

attendant’s family lives

Appendix

Shift timings

• Candidates with family in the same city usually preferred 

a 12-hour role (mentioned by 9 candidates) due to 

household responsibilities 

• Candidates with families in other cities preferred a 24-

hour role (mentioned by 11 candidates) due to greater 

earnings and no expenses on accommodation and meals

“I cannot do a 24-hour 

shift. I have chores at 

home and want to spend 

more time with my family”

Holidays

• Candidates with family in the same city preferred at least 

2 holidays a month to rest and spend time with family 

(mentioned by 3 candidates)

• Candidates with family in different cities preferred 2-week 

to 1-month vacation per year to visit family (mentioned by 

2 candidates)

“I end up doing a lot of 

working in the day, first at 

the patient’s home and 

then at mine. I need at 

least 2 days leave to rest 

and recover”

“I want to visit my 

hometown at least once a 

year to meet friends and 

family”

Key insights

3

Quotes
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~14% of attendants who left an HHC company did so 

because of poor quality of hostel facilities

Appendix

Key insights Quotes

“The level of hygiene was 

very low at the hostel and 

despite complaining it did 

not get better. I once saw 

that they watered down 

our food with regular tap 

water”

• 3 attendants who had left an HHC company mentioned poor quality of 

hostel facilities as a key reason for exit

• An additional 2 attendants, who had not left an HHC company, also 

mentioned this challenge

• Typical issues attendants faced with hostel facilities

‒ Lack of hygiene (4/5)

‒ Poor quality food (2/5)

‒ Disrespectful treatment by warden (1/5)

4
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Attendants leave HHC to pursue other employment-related 

aspirations or further education

Appendix

Key insights Quotes

“As a single mother, I 

wanted to get regular 

work for 12-hour shifts in 

the attendant role, but 

struggled to find it. I 

joined hospitals instead 

because I could work 

fewer hours, and get 

regular work” 

“I am more interested in 

working at hospitals but 

without a qualification I 

feel I need get some 

experience before I can 

work there”

• Attendants currently working in this role, aspired to other employment 

opportunities and to pursue further education in 5 years: 

– 6 attendants mentioned that they may want to explore working in 

the hospital 

– 5 attendants mentioned that they planned to complete other 

qualifications in healthcare (e.g., nursing) 

– 3 female attendants mentioned that they may get married in the 

next few years and would continue to work as an attendant if their 

husband / in-laws allow them to work 

– 1 attendant mentioned that he might look for other opportunities 

based on his qualifications

• 2 attendants left their roles at HHC companies to pursue employment 

in other industries:

– 1 left to work at a hospital

– 1 left to work as an air-hostess

5
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This report has been prepared by FSG solely for the 

dissemination of information. The reader shall not use 

this report for any other purpose and in particular, shall 

not use this report in connections with the business 

decisions of any third party and advisement purposes. 
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